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ABSTRACT
Diversity in datasets is a key component to building responsible
AI/ML. Despite this recognition, we know little about the diversity
among the annotators involved in data production. We investigated
the approaches to annotator diversity through 16 semi-structured
interviews and a survey with 44 AI/ML practitioners. While practi-
tioners described nuanced understandings of annotator diversity,
they rarely designed dataset production to account for diversity in
the annotation process. The lack of action was explained through
operational barriers: from the lack of visibility in the annotator
hiring process, to the conceptual difficulty in incorporating worker
diversity. We argue that such operational barriers and the wide-
spread resistance to accommodating annotator diversity surface
a prevailing logic in data practices—where neutrality, objectivity
and ‘representationalist thinking’ dominate. By understanding this
logic to be part of a regime of existence, we explore alternative
ways of accounting for annotator subjectivity and diversity in data
practices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A growing body of work examines diversity within datasets [28],
particularly within the spaces of responsible AI research, including
in discussions of fairness [8, 85] and harm mitigation [89]. De-
spite efforts to place data diversity centre stage, we know little
about the role of diversity in producing human-annotated datasets.
Data annotators perform critical sense-making labours of assigning
meaning to data through labels, work that is crucial for building
and evaluating many machine learning (ML) systems that exist
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today [38, 80, 83]. This paper reports on research seeking to un-
derstand how diversity among annotators is conceptualised and
operationalised by practitioners who build models with annotated
data. We draw on a combination of 44 survey responses and 16
in-depth, semi-structured interviews with ML practitioners (engi-
neers, researchers, project/product managers). Through an analysis
of these results, we also aim to understand the barriers that limit a
consideration of diversity in data practices.

Many of the practitioners we surveyed and interviewed did, in
fact, have a sophisticated understanding of annotators’ subjective
decision-making, and acknowledged the risks involved in building
standardised datasets representing diverse groups. They showed a
sensitivity to people’s subjective views and how these were likely
based on individual experiences and cultural norms. However, this
thinking was repeatedly pushed aside when confronted with the
practical work of designing annotation tasks, collecting labelled
data, and developing and refining AI/ML models. For instance, prac-
titioners prioritised reducing the costs and complexity of annotation
tasks, and accordingly, the capture of diversity among annotators
was a non-essential and low-priority consideration.

Amidst this pragmatic approach to diversity, we came to see
the importance of deeper knowledge-making or epistemic ques-
tions revolving the production of datasets. Examining diversity in
practice revealed the logics that underlie the development of an-
notated datasets and building of AI/ML models. Set against such
logics, diversity was seen as a question of whether an objective or
neutral state could be fairly and accurately represented. Davis et al.
[20] reveal an algorithmic idealism which assumes a meritocratic
society in which demographic disparities can be neutralised. In our
research, we found echoes of this view. We found datasets and mod-
els are built in a world where data can be neutrally captured and
represented, and where this neutrality is achieved by mitigating
“fallible human biases on the one hand, and imperfect statistical
procedures, on the other” [20, p. 2].

Seeking to critically examine such an orientation, our work is
informed by a distinct theoretical framing. Specifically, our later
discussion of the practices of data annotation builds on the idea of
‘regimes of existence’ introduced by sociologist Geneviève Teil [91].
Teil has used the term to examine ‘terroir’ in wine-making practices;
as Teil recounts, terroir is a property of wine that is assessed through
aroma and taste, and discussion between colleagues. For ‘terroir
vintners’ in particular, these experiences iteratively shape the many
stages of wine production. Through terroir, Teil’s interest is in the
tensions between objectivity and subjectivity and the ways in which
the former, objectivity, “ascribes a specific regime of existence” [91,
p. 480]. This is a regime where there is a “data that can be discovered
and whose existence unfolds independently, including from the people
who live around, with or alongside [things]” (ibid.).
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We find that Teil’s [91] work offers us a starting point to further
examine the logics prevailing in ML data practices. We argue that
what is needed is not only greater diversity of annotators when
producing datasets (although this would certainly help), but a shift
in the epistemic orientation to data practices. Required, in short, is a
change to the regime, a change to the world in which the prevailing
logic discounts subjectivity.

Our paper makes three main contributions, we:
(1) provide an empirical account of the operationalisation of

annotator diversity in data practices.
(2) examine the underlying logic in data practices that relegates

diversity-related considerations.
(3) propose shifts to rethink diversity in data practices, inspired

by justice-oriented and intersectional scholarship, and invite
a deeper examination of annotator diversity.

2 RELATEDWORK
Below we situate our work in a body of related research, start-
ing with the discourses on diversity in machine learning systems.
We then draw attention to the practices and discretionary choices
which shape the practices of data production. We engage with re-
search on the subjective interpretation involved in creating datasets
and particularly human annotations. Finally, we draw upon the
concepts of representationalist thinking, regimes of existence, and
intersectionality to enable us to critically examine the overarching
logics in data annotation.

Prior scholarship on diversity in machine learning systems en-
gages with two broad areas– those who design and build ML
systems [49, 100], and the diversity considerations embedded in
the data pipeline (e.g., who represents and what gets represented
[27, 85]). In the first of these two areas, we see engagement with
discourses around the diversity of ML engineers, researchers, and
subject-matter experts, and the composition of teams creating ML
systems. Recent research points to the lack of diversity in the AI
industry [100], and emphasises the benefits from diversifying teams
as a way towards safer ML systems [21]. The implication here is
that diverse teams lead to greater deliberation and thus more ethical
systems [49]. In the second area–on diversity in the data pipeline–
researchers have focused on who creates and is represented in the
data [12]. Here, there have been efforts to understand the kinds of
diversity in the instances within a dataset (e.g., which regions or
individual identities are covered) and the effects of accounting for
such diversity on the performance of downstream ML models [85].
Researchers have argued that collecting more diverse data for rele-
vant dimensions could lead to fairer ML models [8]. Fazelpour and
De-Arteaga [28] emphasised the ways in which diversity-related
considerations are embedded throughout the design of ML systems,
regardless of whether they are actively recognised [28]. We con-
tribute to this area of research by focusing on the conceptions of
diversity within data annotator pools.

2.1 The Practices of Dataset Production
Substantial work in HCI, Science & Technology Studies (STS), and
Fairness, Accountability and Transparency (FAccT) has established
the ways in which data is shaped and defined through the contexts
of production, just as it is through the context of use or exchange

[31, 90, 94]. The practices of data production are imbued with value
judgements– of what is counted, what is excluded and how things
are made into measurable entities [75].

Prior research in critical data studies has drawn particular atten-
tion to the sites of human intervention and discretionary choices
that shape the work of data [61, 64, 66, 74]. Passi and Jackson [73]
proposed the concept of data vision as the interplay between formal
abstraction and discretion, which is central to making datasets work
with the chosen algorithms. These discretionary choices are range
from formulating the task, choosing the training data, selecting the
dataset characteristics, establishing taxonomies, post-processing
the data, choosing which errors are acceptable, and communicating
outcomes to stakeholders [67, 72, 75]. Muller et al. [67] described
how as part of this decision-making, practitioners engaged in com-
promises and trade-offs when considering the quality of labels
alongside the available resources. To provide a framework to under-
stand these choices, Cambo and Gergle [11] introduced the concepts
of reflexivity and positionality for data science praxis to make the
discretionary decisions more transparent.

Others in the community have examined the work practices,
experiences, and backgrounds of individuals involved in data an-
notation work [7, 63, 95]. There has been a recent shift towards
emerging actors that provide data annotation as a service, and as
a consequence make the work of annotation more structured and
organised [50, 60]. Wang et al. [95] investigated the work of anno-
tators involved within organised employment structures in India.
They argue that data annotation is a systematic exercise of organi-
sational power, and the hierarchical structure and control not only
impacts the annotators’ experiences but also their interpretations
of the data [95]. They highlighted how a simplistic definition of
‘data quality’ as accuracy rate leaves little space for the annotators’
expertise, knowledge and experiences.

Sambasivan and Veeraraghavan [81] demonstrated that even in
settings where data production is reliant on expert fieldworkers
(e.g., farmers and radiologists) and their highly situated knowl-
edge, practitioners still reduced field workers to data collectors, and
attributed poor data quality to their work practices. Researchers
have recognised that fieldworkers who produce specialised data for
ML development should be seen as domain experts to have their
knowledge, experience and contributions acknowledged rather than
dismissed [43, 44, 58]. We contribute to this literature by focusing
on the practices of incorporating annotator diversity to further our
understanding of data production for the creation of AI systems.
Through unpacking the data annotation practices (as part of the
machine learning process), we show in our findings how annota-
tor diversity does not easily align with current ML workflow or
practices, and in particular annotators’ unique perspectives are not
recognised or valued.

2.2 Factors affecting human-annotated data
There is a well-established, and growing, body of work that ex-
amines the factors affecting data annotations and their ‘quality’
(e.g., incentives [87], interface [57], description [13], among others
[18, 46]). In 2015, Aroyo and Welty [3] identified seven myths per-
vasive in the practice of data annotation, and proposed the theory
of crowd truth based on the premise that human interpretations
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are inherently subjective. They reject the fallacy of a single truth–
assumed in many data collection efforts– of a correct interpreta-
tion for each input example [3]. Increasingly detailed guidelines
typically eliminate disagreement but do not increase the quality
of data, as annotators choose responses which they may not be
comfortable with [3]. The typical discourse around disagreement,
both in research, and practice has been to treat disagreement as
noise [98].

A common thread across this body of literature demonstrates the
role annotators’ of socio-demographic backgrounds and lived expe-
riences on their label assessments [24, 37, 51, 56, 96]. Researchers
have turned to disagreement as a signal for deepening their under-
standing of the task and the data [2, 19, 76]. Prabhakaran et al. [76]
demonstrate how label aggregation may introduce representational
biases of individual and group perspectives and Davani et al. [19]
propose an approach that looks beyond the use of majority vote
as an aggregation method. Examining the role of annotator subjec-
tivities and its impact on datasets is a domain of growing interest
within Human Computation (HCOMP), FAccT and HCI. Our work
extends this body of research by examining the current praxis of
ML model building and the practicalities which hinder nuanced
diversity-related considerations.

2.3 Critical and analytic orientation
Below, we set out a critical and analytic orientation that has helped
us to respond to current research and examine our study’s results.
This orientation has emerged through our readings of three threads
of theory drawn from STS and feminist, intersectional scholarship–
namely representationalist thinking, regimes of existence, and in-
tersectionality.

2.3.1 Representationalist thinking. Given the complexity of the
ML practice, and the contingencies that shape it, we draw on the
concept of ‘representation’, influenced by scholars such as Hacking
[39], Barad [4], Goodwin [34], Haraway [41]. The key features of
this representationalist thinking are:

• There are phenomena or effects in the world, awaiting dis-
covery

• The world (and actors within it) can be observed and repre-
sented in neutral and/or objective ways

• It is possible to observe/represent features, characteristics,
behaviours, etc. in isolation

• It is possible to apply these representations in wider or dif-
ferent contexts

Particularly important here are the systems and tools used to
do this active seeing, representing and intervening, and the ways
in which they cement representationalist thinking. Hacking [39,
p. 186], for example, describes the scientific use of microscopes
to show how ‘seeing’ through the instrument involves elaborate
theories of light, optics, etc., as well as considerable training on
the part of technicians and scientists to obtain meaningful results.
Despite this, scientists still speak of ‘true images’ obtained from
microscopes and treat them as representations of a world that
exists. As we progress through the findings and the discussion,
we make the case that data practices and particularly the thinking
surrounding annotation in datasets has parallels with the critiques
of representationalist thinking.

2.3.2 Regimes of existence. Teil explores the prevailing logic of
neutral or objective representation through regimes of existence [91].
Because terroir is evidently subjective—to do with individual tastes,
shared opinions and collective judgement throughout the wine-
making process—it is relegated in this regime. The mechanised and
scientific approach to wine production, heavily dependent on objec-
tive measures of wine quality, have a suspicious view of terroir; for
the ardent critics, the inability to identify independent measures of
terroir, set it out it as “groundless” [91, p. 492]. Writing about terroir,
Teil suggests the combined qualities of terroir “escape scientists’
objectification because they do not bend to its requirements of an
apriori differentiation between product, producer, and production
techniques.” [91, p. 493].

This idea of “regimes of existence” in wine tasting and produc-
tion may seem a long way from diversity in data annotation. Later,
however, it will help us foreground the representationalist thinking
in data practices and enable a critical examination of its preva-
lence as an overarching logic. It is through this regime of existence,
brought into being through representationalist thinking and data
practices, where we see how diversity and people’s subjectivities
can be relegated, placed subordinate to other practical goals. This
same theorising of worlds or regimes, however, presents us with op-
portunities for alternative ways forward. Like Teil, Davis and their
colleagues [20] are disenchanted by the worlds in which scientistic
and objective logics operate. In these worlds, they see an “algorith-
mic idealism” pervade in which fairness and equity are calculable
[20, p. 3]. Overlooked or ignored is a world in which experiences
are always felt in particular places and through particular bodies: a
recognition that “objectivity is never neutral”.

2.3.3 Intersectionality. We draw on justice-oriented feminist and
intersectional theory for inspiration towards annotator diversity
[20, 59]. Intersectionality, one of the major paradigms from such
scholarship, is both a normative argument and an approach for
critical inquiry and practice [40]. Intersectionality emphasises the
ways in which multiple social categories of difference intersect, are
interrelated and mutually shape one another [14].

We turn to the three distinct approaches outlined by Leslie Mc-
Call [59] – inter-categorical, intra-categorical and anti-categorical–
in dealing with the complexity of intersectionality. The inter cate-
gorical complexity for intersectionality focuses on the intricate and
complex relationships between multiple social groups within and
across categories. It explicates the constituted inequality present
among social groups. The approach of intra-categorical complex-
ity, sits in the middle of the continuum between anti- and inter-
categorical complexity, and maintains a critical stance towards
categories while acknowledging the stable relationships that these
analytical categories represent. It calls upon a need to account
for the lived experiences, particularly at the points of intersec-
tion where they are most ignored. The anti-categorical complexity
is based on the deconstruction of analytical social categories. It
challenges the imposition of categorisation which renders a stable
order over a heterogeneous ever-changing social reality, thus con-
tributing to exclusion and inequality. Building on STS and feminist
scholarship, McCall [59] invites a greater criticality and investment
in alternative imaginations of inequities in practice.
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3 METHODOLOGY
Previous human-centered investigations concerning annotators’
subjectivities, biases, and efficiency have primarily focused on an-
notators’ perspectives [24, 63]. In this research, we focused on AI
practitioners in order to understand their conceptions of annotator
diversity [68]. To gain a holistic view of data annotation practices,
we employed a mixed-methods approach with a sequential explana-
tory design [45]. This involved conducting a survey with the aim of
eliciting broad-brushed and higher-level perspectives from a wide
audience. The survey was followed by semi-structured interviews
to investigate, in more detail, the ways in which practitioners apply
their understanding of annotator diversity in practice. The qualita-
tive data was used to elaborate and explain the survey results (e.g.,
the rationale behind data annotation task design), and served as
the foundation for our inquiry. We present our approaches to the
survey and interviews in the following subsections.

3.1 Survey
The goal of the survey was to identify practitioners’ perceptions of
incorporating annotator diversity into their practice. We conducted
the survey using an online questionnaire implemented in Qualtrics,
and analysed responses from 44 respondents.

Participant recruitment. We recruited survey participants
through multiple channels: advertising on social networks such
as Twitter and LinkedIn and emailing direct contacts and mailing
lists internal to our organisation. We began the survey by eliciting
informed consent from respondents. No personally identifiable in-
formation was recorded about the respondents in accordance with
our organisation’s research privacy and ethics guidelines. The in-
clusion criteria for our survey was similar to the interviews, where
we recruited practitioners who have collected or annotated data
for an AI/ML project in the last 12-24 months. After the screening
question, we were left with n = 78 participants. However, not all
respondents completed all sections in the survey; thus we analysed
a total of 44 responses (from those respondents who completed at
least one section). Among our survey respondents (each could select
more than one role), practitioners worked in research (25), software
development (14), data & applied science (7), product management
(3), and user experience roles (3).

Questionnaire. Our questionnaire consisted of 22 questions in
total, with a mix of multiple choice (17) and open-text questions (5).
Respondents were asked to answer questions by referring to a data
annotation process they had recently been involved in. We began
by asking respondents for their job role. The rest of the survey
covered the following themes: 1) understanding their project such
as the ML task and dataset curation and labelling process, 2) anno-
tation platform selection, 3) annotator selection, 4) perceptions on
annotators’ subjectivities, 5) annotator information, 6) challenges
in setting up annotation, and 7) ideal annotation task design. After
understanding their annotation process and task type, our survey
had three primary questions around their recruitment criteria, on
the available information about the annotators of their dataset, and
the relevant attributes of data workers which could affect the anno-
tations. Each of these questions had socio-demographic attributes
such as the annotators’ age, gender; expertise; location; and more.
We also ask, “in [their] experience, to what extent does the diversity

of the data annotators pool influence the dataset quality for [their]
task?” using a five point Likert scale of 1 being “not at all influential”
to 5 being “extremely influential”, followed by a question on why
they believed annotator diversity is influential to the extent that
they specified.

Analysis.We computed a range of descriptive statistics using
SPSS to better understand practitioners’ approaches to diversity,
and particularly the kinds of diversity they view as relevant, if at
all. These included descriptives to questions presented with Likert
scale response options and multiple choice answers (e.g., the chal-
lenges in recruiting the desired pool of annotators). We focused
on comparing the differences between the attributes which were
used to recruit annotators, the kinds of information available to
practitioners and what they would see as relevant attributes in the
ideal scenario. In cases where questions were completed by a subset
of the respondents, we report question-specific response rates and
percentage of respondents who answered that question. Finally,
we conducted a qualitative analysis to the open-ended questions
following the same to the interviews (see the following section 3.2
below). We performed multiple rounds of coding at the response
level in conjunction with participants’ survey ratings to surface
high-level themes. We include direct quotes from our survey re-
spondents in the Findings with the prefix ‘S#’, to differentiate them
from our interview participants that were prefixed with ‘P#’.

3.2 Interviews
Between April and May 2022, we conducted semi-structured inter-
views with a total of 16 practitioners involved in the creation of
annotated datasets for AI development. Each interview had struc-
tured sub-sections beginning with the participants describing a
recent project where they sought data annotations, end to end,
to learn about their typical working method and AI development
process. Our interviews focused on: (1) understanding the data
annotation setup; (2) selection process for annotators; (3) annotator
diversity considerations; (4) ideal annotator diversity; (5) annotation
documentation and reuse practices; (6) organisational structures
and incentives within data annotation. Each session focused on
the participants’ practices, experiences and challenges with set-
ting up data annotation tasks—particularly those that informed the
annotator pool for their task.

Participant recruitment. We recruited participants through a
combination of distribution lists, professional networks, and a third-
party research recruitment agency, using snowball and purposive
sampling, until we reached saturation. In our sample, AI practition-
ers were located in, and worked primarily on projects based in US
(8), India (4), UK (3), and France (1). While we interviewed practi-
tioners working in multiple institution types, varying from large
companies (8), startups (4), to academia (4), all were involved in the
set-up of annotation tasks for AI/ML projects. Many participants
also contrasted their experiences working across these institution
types, such as within a startup / academia and a large tech company.
A majority of our participants were in research-centric roles, but
a few also worked as data scientist adjacent profiles, linguists and
managing operations for data annotation. Refer to table 1 for details
on participant roles, locations and institution types. Many partici-
pants spoke of experiences with annotating datasets across multiple
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domains and AI technologies; however, we report the primary AI
technology and domain of application at the time of the interview.

Interview moderation. Given the geographical spread of our
participants, the interviews were conducted online using video con-
ferencing software. We scheduled sessions based on participants’
convenience and conducted all interviews in English (preferred lan-
guage for the participants). During recruitment, participants were
informed of the purpose of the study and researchers’ affiliations.
Informed written consent was obtained electronically for all inter-
view participants and verbal consent for recording the meetings.
The participants were informed that they could refuse to answer
any questions or ask for the recording to be paused at any time.
Each interview lasted about 50-70 minutes each. We recorded in-
terview notes through field notes and video recordings which were
transcribed verbatim subsequently. We stored all data in a private
Drive folder with access limited to the research team, and deleted
all personally identifiable information to protect our participants’
identities. Each participant received a thank-you gift card with
amounts localised in consultation with regional experts (40 USD
for the US, 75 USD for the UK, and 27 USD for India).

Analysis and coding. The analysis was inspired by and con-
sistent with the ethnomethodological ethnographies in HCI [15,
16, 70]. Ethnomethodologically-informed, ethnographies explicate
the knowledgeable, artful ways in which workers orient to their
work and how technologies and other artifacts are used as part
of the methodical accomplishment of that work [9, 78]. As well
as analyzing interview transcripts, we took the additional step to
examine the text and visual materials shared by the participants
which they used to commission their data annotation tasks. These
walk-throughs which was in tacit knowledge regarding the data
annotation granted us vital extra contextual understanding of the
practice. Ethnomethodological analyses of work are useful in gener-
ating a granular understanding of what activities constitute ‘work’
in a setting, how they are accomplished in practice, who is involved
in this accomplishment, what resources are drawn upon, and what
skills and tools are involved in mobilising those resources [ibid].
Through this close look at the seemingly ordinary details, our anal-
ysis seeks to unveil not just what the world looks like but how it
comes to look as it does. The emphasis is on the detail of work as
understood and interpreted by the people who perform it, and in
our case, this refers to the entire practice and process to annotate
data for ML model building.

The interview data were analysed by the authors individually
and together in analysis sessions explicating a particular topic, as is
typical of the ethnomethodological approach. Since we adopted the
‘grounded approach’ [32, 33], the techniques of constant compari-
son and constant iteration (i.e., iterations of coding and re-coding)
were used in the development of themes so as to avoid the classic
problems of ‘cumulation’ and ‘theoretical imperialism’ [32]. These
analytic sessions allowed interesting topics to be identified and
endogenous themes to emerge from the data (such as the general
ML data workflow, the various approaches incorporate and dismiss
diversity, and the dissonance between practice and discussion). To
stay true to the grounded approach, we were cautious not to impose
categories external to the data to codify the data. Ethnomethod-
ological ethnographies are valuable in informing design [78], and
we used the resulting understanding of fundamental conflicts in

P# Role Location Institution type

P01 Researcher India Large company
P02 Software Engineer India Large company
P03 Researcher India Large company
P04 Researcher India Large company
P05 Professor United Kingdom Academia
P06 Researcher United Kingdom Large company
P07 Program Manager France Large company
P08 Data Scientist United States Large company
P09 Researcher United States Academia
P10 Researcher United Kingdom Academia
P11 Chief Science Officer United States Startup
P12 Linguist United States Large company
P13 Researcher United States Academia
P14 Chief Data Officer United States Startup
P15 Data Scientist United States Startup
P16 Operations Manager United States Startup
Table 1: Interview participants’ role, location and experience, n = 16

the thinking around ML development and diverse datasets creation
to inspire a set of implications that aim to address some of the chal-
lenges AI practitioners face in incorporating diversity and therefore
to steer the discussion around the diversity in data towards a more
constructive justice-oriented direction.

4 FINDINGS
We begin by describing a typical data annotation workflow to illus-
trate the contexts of data work within the ML pipeline (section 4.1).
Our study identified three approaches towards diversity in prac-
tice and the underlying logics motivating our participants’ choices
(section 4.2). We then present the barriers limiting a nuanced con-
sideration of annotator diversity (section 4.3).

4.1 Data Annotation Workflow and Tasks
The first step in a typical data annotation workflow was identifying
the data needs for the ML projects while considering the down-
stream applications (depicted in figure 1). The practitioners then
selected the annotation service/platform and proceeded to design
the annotation task with the help of the platformmanagers, starting
with a pilot phase to test and iteratively improve the annotation
guidelines. These improvements often included additional exam-
ples or edge cases to provide clearer instructions or clarifications to
the annotators. While the annotators labelled the data in bulk, the
practitioners monitored the process regularly to ensure the quality
of the annotations. The monitoring often involved comparing the
annotated data with a ‘golden dataset’ created by experts or the
practitioners, and verified by the machine learning models they
built.

In our study, most practitioners relied on internal data infras-
tructures to produce annotations. These platforms were used to
recruit and manage annotators and facilitate annotation tasks. Our
survey results showed a preference for these internal platforms over
external annotator-facing marketplaces such as MTurk (echoing
Wang et al. [95]). Of the 44 survey respondents, 25 used internal
infrastructures and 8 outsourced to third-party vendors like Appen
and Scale AI. The top factors influencing platform choice were
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cost (15), timeline (16), and platform quality (17) (reflected through
proprietary tech, UX, support). Only 8 practitioners considered the
diversity of data workers on the platform as a deciding factor.

The distribution of type of ML projects that our participants
worked on skewed heavily towards language-based ML tasks.
Among the survey respondents, 22 (50%) worked on language-
related tasks (classification or generation), eight practitioners identi-
fied object/entity recognition as their task-type, and five worked on
human evaluation of model generated data. Examples of language
tasks from our interview participants include semantic parsing,
translation, de-contextualising sentences, harmful content detec-
tion, and more. Other types of projects represented among our
interview and survey respondents include detecting anomalies in
chest x-rays, segmenting rivers in images for flood forecasting,
developing taxonomies of items found on an online marketplace.

4.2 Approaches to Annotator Diversity
Below, we capture the varied perspectives to annotator diversity
among the participants in our study, from some who considered
diversity as irrelevant, to others who made efforts to accommodate
it, even if only in partial ways. Most practitioners acknowledged
the role of annotator subjectivities in the annotation process; some
emphasised the importance of diversity in achieving a balanced
view and bringing previously overlooked sub-populations into con-
sideration. However, many went on to explain their decisions to not
consider annotator diversity in setting up annotation tasks. Their
primary focus was on achieving a certain level of quality, which
was often measured against how closely an annotator followed pre-
defined parameters and guidelines. We discuss the justifications
provided by practitioners for taking a representationalist approach
to annotator diversity and prioritising measures of quality.

According to the survey results, a significant majority of respon-
dents (75%) considered diversity to be a somewhat to extremely
influential factor (>=3 on the Likert scale) in the quality of their
annotated datasets. However, despite the perceived importance of
various individual attributes and characteristics of annotators, very
few of these factors were utilised in the recruitment process (see
table 2). For instance, only 4 out of 15 practitioners who considered
gender to be a relevant criterion included it in their selection criteria.
Furthermore, even when additional information on annotator char-
acteristics was available, it was rarely utilised in the recruitment
process (table 2, column ‘Available Information’). These findings
suggest a potential disconnect between the perceived importance
of diversity in annotation and actual recruitment practices.

Additionally, our interviews revealed significant contrast be-
tween participants’ reflections on the concept of annotator diver-
sity and its actual implementation. Annotator diversity was often
understood as representative of a particular perspective or point
of view. For example, annotators were selected based on the low-
resource dialect they spoke or the high flood risk areas they lived
in, using language and location as proxies for diversity. Very few
participants actively recruited annotators based on their lived ex-
periences, knowledge, or expertise as facets of diversity. In the rare
cases where local knowledge and expertise were considered im-
portant, measurable criteria were applied to assess the annotators’

Criteria Relevant
attributes

Selection
criteria

Available
information

Gender n = 15 n = 4 n = 11
Geographic location (e.g.,

country, state)
n = 20 n = 8 n = 19

Age n = 17 n = 2 n = 8
Race/ethnic group n = 17 n = 4 n = 8
Education level n = 21 n = 3 n = 10

Language proficiency
(e.g., English, Hindi)

n = 21 n = 12 n = 15

Subject-matter expertise
(e.g., linguist, doctor)

n = 20 n = 5 n = 11

Political orientation (e.g.,
liberal, conservative)

n = 7 n = 0 n = 2

Religious orientation (e.g.,
Muslim, Christian)

n = 8 n = 0 n = 1

Sexual orientation n = 8 n = 2 n = 2
Health, mental health,

disability
n = 11 n = 1 n = 5

Table 2: The number of survey respondents for three questions: One, the at-
tributes of data workers which could affect the annotations; Two, respon-
dents’ criteria for selecting annotators, and third, the kinds of information
available to practitioners about the annotators of their dataset. Each ques-
tion had attributes such as the annotators’ age, gender, expertise, location,
political orientation, and more.

expertise or knowledge. For instance, P6’s motivation for select-
ing an annotator for a mapping project was to include individuals
from underrepresented backgrounds and “capture the other parts
of the population”. Similarly, P9 spoke of recruiting “a person of X
identity with Y knowledge” to ensure diversity. Overall, interview
participants demonstrated a view of diversity through the lens of
categories and metrics, rather than tied to experiential knowledge
and expertise.

4.2.1 The pursuit of objective annotations. Many practitioners in-
voked the domain and specific nature of their annotation task (e.g.,
text style transfer) to justify de-prioritising annotator diversity. In
both the survey and interviews, several practitioners stated that an-
notator diversity was not necessary when the task was considered
objective. One survey respondent stated, “our data had ground truth,”
to suggest how some annotation tasks can be objectively assessed.
A belief in the objectivity of certain annotation tasks was often
based on the notion that some questions have definitive answers
and certain content can be definitively labelled. Annotator diversity
was dismissed as irrelevant, particularly by those who described
their annotation tasks as requiring subject expertise, such as detect-
ing anomalies in chest X-rays or linguistic corpus detection tasks.
P1 highlighted this perspective in their experience with annotation
tasks:

“Our primary consideration was how medically trained
the annotators were and how much time they had for
the annotation. So with regard to factors for diversity,
I do not think that was a consideration because it was
never intended to be used in the general population.”

We observed similar practices in contexts of quality checking,
when some annotation results triggered additional quality checks.
In cases of disagreement between annotators, resolvers (acting as
experts) were brought in for final decision-making on the correct
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Figure 1: The data annotation workflow for ML projects

annotation. For a language understanding annotation task for voice
assistants, P11 described how resolvers would handle discrepancies,
either by choosing one of the existing annotations as correct or
creating a new one from scratch. The resolvers’ expertise was often
determined by professional experience (typically greater number
of years of experience in the field of annotation).

Practitioners considered the design of tasks as an effective inter-
vention point to ensure objective annotations. They used training
sessions and guidelines to teach annotators how to make correct
judgements by closely following the instructions without deviation.
Participants provided examples of their tasks (e.g., river segmenta-
tion) which were intended to capture predetermined phenomena
that could be made explicit through the annotation instructions.
Detailed instructions were passed from practitioners to annotators
through layers of quality checks conducted by platform leads or
team managers. Instruction documents broke down annotation
tasks into simple, repeatable sub-tasks that were “very hard to an-
swer in a biased way” (P8), all as efforts to reduce inconsistencies
and to standardise the work for all raters. As P7 articulated, “it is
less about choosing the right raters and more about ensuring that
they have that [standardised] understanding.” In effect, being "ob-
jective" was considered a trainable skill and the training sessions
and guidelines were essential for instructing annotators to "see"
objectively.

4.2.2 The attempt to remove bias. Most practitioners recognised
the complexity in accounting for annotators’ diverse subjectivities,
and used that as a justification to avoid over-complicating the goal
of achieving useful and testable AI/ML outcomes. AI/ML workflows
were designed to facilitate consistent evaluation across a range of
source data, tasks, techniques, and annotators. This control over the
development process helped participants compare the performance
of AI/ML models and identify areas for optimisation. For example,
P6 included questions with definitive answers in their dataset “to
have an easy way to evaluate the answers in the end.” Speaking of
their specific area of work, P6 explained how information-seeking

tasks are created using “a specific span, so you can point to which span
contains the answers.” In effect, practitioners enacted mechanisms
to circumvent complexity by limiting the plausible options in an
annotation task and reduce ambiguity for evaluating a model’s
performance.

The desire to control ambiguity and complexity in data annota-
tions extended to addressing annotator subjectivities, which were
regularly framed as a form of ‘bias’ manifested in disagreements be-
tween annotators. In discussions about the implications of diversity,
participants frequently conflated the concept of diversity with bias,
viewing it not as something to be understood, but rather as a source
of variability to be corrected or technically resolved. Practitioners
made concerted efforts to minimise the effects of annotator diver-
sity in order to make practical progress in modelling. To account
for potential biases and differences in annotators’ backgrounds and
experiences, interventions were carefully implemented through-
out the annotation process in order to eliminate disagreement and
reduce annotator bias.

Many practitioners acknowledged that the data quality (i.e., typ-
ically measured the accuracy rate) and disagreement could be a
result of the flaws in the design of the annotation guidelines or
annotation interfaces. However, a few participants attributed the
disagreement and inconsistency to individual annotators’ attributes.
Differences were not understood in terms of annotators’ diverse
opinions but rather unsatisfying work quality, or worse, question-
able work ethics. P3’s comment is illustrative of this perspective:
“[the] reason for disagreement could be multiple factors. They don’t
have the required knowledge, [the] task itself could be ambiguous [...]
Second is the quality of guidelines. Third is their motivation and the
quality of the work. If they are doing it without a high consideration
for quality, they may not push themselves enough for high quality
output and that could show up in the disagreements.”

4.2.3 The quest for neutral representation. Only a handful of partic-
ipants took the extra step of incorporating annotator information
into their data production and model building processes. In an effort
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to engage with annotator diversity, they recruited annotators from
various backgrounds, such as a balanced gender ratio and multiple
geographic locations. However, these practitioners struggled to
determine and prioritise a set of relevant social categories for their
specific task and domain. For example, P5, expressed the desire to
capture a ‘representation of every single person and every single di-
mension’ in their research on toxicity annotation and the rationale
behind this attempt: “otherwise we get biased annotations, and if
we train models on that, they will amplify this bias [...] There is a
disagreement based on demographic characteristics. Even if your other
demographic attributes are the same, just because of the location, you
might have a different perception of the data.” Seeking representative
annotations was closely intertwined with efforts to eliminate bias
and the pursuit of objectivity.

Practitioners often described how collecting a diverse range of
perspectives can accurately reflect the real world, and that this
representation and aggregation can achieve a neutral stance for
building machine learning models. Participants who were attuned
to the effects of diversity often attempted to capture differences in
annotation patterns and establish a correlation between the patterns
and the identities of the annotators. Many also noted the tension
between representing the diverse global population and catering to
their specific user base. P1 discussed their medical image annotation
project where they procured and annotated 80% of their training
data from the Global South, despite the eventual deployment of
their models in the Global North due to varying data regulations. A
few participants attempted to build systems that would effectively
serve marginalised groups, but struggled to justify the additional
resources (e.g., time and budget) needed for these efforts from a
business perspective.

The current state of data and machine learning practices did not
actively support explorations of annotator diversity, limiting early
attempts to incorporate diverse annotator perspectives into AI/ML
models. When annotators provided label assessments from diverse
viewpoints, practitioners were unable to distinguish minority opin-
ions from ‘noise’ that deviated from instructions. The annotations,
potentially rich in diversity, were aggregated and distilled to even-
tually arrive at an agreement or an acceptable range to be useful
for AI/ML modelling. However, at an individual level, annotators
were trained to adhere closely to task instructions and to move
away from their individual interpretations. At a cohort level, the
majority vote technique was commonly used to select the salient
result, resulting in data that is neither diverse nor neutral.

4.3 Barriers to Incorporating Diversity
In our study, participants identified several challenges to accommo-
dating annotator diversity. Firstly, participants reported a lack of
access to information about annotators, hindering their ability to
understand and account for annotators’ unique perspectives and
backgrounds. Additionally, the limited communication and collabo-
ration between practitioners and annotators resulted in practition-
ers having minimal knowledge of annotators beyond their worker
identification (worker-ID). Lastly, the lack of clear and actionable
pathways to incorporate annotator socio-demographic information
into the development and evaluation process further diminished

the motivation for practitioners to prioritise diversity among data
annotators.

4.3.1 Lack of information about annotators. Several practitioners
expressed their lack of knowledge about the annotators working on
their tasks. Often, the only information they had about these annota-
tors came fromwebsite brochures or blog posts from the third-party
data-labelling platforms they used for recruitment. This informa-
tion was not specific to their projects, but rather was reported in
aggregate and publicly available. In practice, annotation projects
were run on a "good-faith basis" where the third-party platforms
were trusted to satisfy the annotator recruitment requirements, and
there were rarely any opportunities to confirm if annotators met
the specified criteria. This lack of transparency raised concerns
among practitioners.

Out of the 44 survey respondents, 19 reported having access
to the annotators’ geographic location and 15 had access to their
language proficiency. The most commonly available annotator in-
formation was education level (11), followed by subject matter ex-
pertise (11) and gender (10). While 17 respondents did not face any
challenges in obtaining the information they required, many others
faced limited project timelines (8) and legal constraints (7), that
limited practitioners’ ability to better understand their annotators’
background. Additionally, 18 respondents reported difficulties in ac-
cessing suitable annotators for their tasks. Overall, the respondents
expressed a lack of control over the selection of their annotators.

While understanding annotators’ backgrounds and considering
diversity was important for improving the data production process,
the incorporation of annotator information into data production
had legal implications as well. Practitioners were wary of collect-
ing sensitive personal information about annotators, such as their
sexual or political orientations. This created a tension between
protecting annotator privacy and gaining a more nuanced under-
standing of their backgrounds. In managing annotation projects
at a big tech company, P8 explained the challenges of recruiting a
diverse group of annotators:

“You are not allowed to select people for a job based on
certain characteristics. It is illegal to give a question-
naire as to their sexual orientation and select people
based on certain orientations to fill up a data center.
Even in countries where it can be done, there is no way
[big tech company] would expose themselves to a po-
tential PR nightmare of an article about how [big tech
company] is selecting certain sexual orientations for
data annotations. ”

A range of structures, such as legal, ethical, and corporate con-
siderations, created obstacles to recruiting diverse annotators. As
P8 noted, these considerations intersect to make “selecting annota-
tors to be diverse... impossible”. Additionally, the moral obligation to
protect annotators from potential harm during repeated annotation
tasks involving harmful content added another layer of complexity
to the process. For P8, to effectively collect information about an-
notators, it was crucial to consider the well-being of annotators as
a fundamental practice.

4.3.2 Separation of operations. Most practitioners in our inter-
views relied on third-party platforms to annotate their datasets.
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However, a separation of operations between the annotation plat-
forms and the practitioners led to several challenges. Annotation
platforms, while helpful in reducing the workload for practition-
ers, introduced a disconnect between the practitioners and the
annotators. Most annotation projects were mediated by a platform
manager or team lead who facilitated the communication between
the practitioners and annotators. As a result, direct communication
between these groups was rare, if it happened at all. For example,
P14 outlined the communication barriers in getting the most value
out of their annotation process at a large tech company:

“The thing is that it was all contracted out externally.
[Big tech company] has this business deal with [anno-
tation company]. All of [big tech company]’s tools are
proprietary and internal and we have a specific interface
where the moderators quickly review things. All of [the
annotation company]’s workers are out in the Philip-
pines. In the US, the majority of them are in Austin, but
there is a total disconnect between the actual [big tech
company] engineers and the contingent workers. ”

Challenges still existed even when direct communication be-
tween practitioners and annotators was possible. P5 discussed the
difficulties in building trust and gathering information from anno-
tators. In one project using MTurk, the annotators were uncom-
fortable sharing personal information with P5’s project team. The
annotators wanted to understand why their information was being
collected and how it would be used, but despite the explanation
from P5, the annotators’ distrust of MTurk (and consequently P5’s
team) persisted. Due to the use of intermediaries in facilitating in-
teractions between practitioners and annotators, a three-way trust
needs to be established, but the practitioners had limited power
to rebuild trust between annotators and the platform. Therefore,
factors such as establishing trust with annotators and determining
appropriate pay came before considerations of diversity among
annotators.

Geographical distance, time differences, and heavily-facilitated
communication enforced and amplified the separation between
practitioners and annotators. In order to avoid significant delays
in communication, practitioners often had to resolve ‘inconsisten-
cies’ in data labels on their own. While this was acknowledged as
poor practice, it was largely dictated by tight turnaround times and
business pressures. The lack of information and communication
channels further exacerbated the separation between practition-
ers and their data annotators. Without knowing their annotators
or having the opportunity to meet them, practitioners were more
likely to consider them as interchangeable workers carrying out
standardised tasks. As a result, only a few practitioners concep-
tualised the impact of annotator identities on their data and the
importance of diversity within these identities.

4.3.3 Competing priorities in machine learning development. The
status quo of driving practices inMLworkflow presented challenges
to conceptualising and operationalising annotators’ diversity. Sev-
eral practitioners noted how they had to prioritise curating larger
datasets and building better-performing models over bringing in
a diverse group of annotators under the pressure of short-term
development timelines. Many participants worked in emerging and
niche application areas, with a focus on exploring the limits and

capabilities of ML models by testing new ideas and concepts. They
had to prioritise ‘hitting the ground running’ and reaching an ‘MVP’
(minimal viable product) before considering the specifics of their
annotator pool. P11 articulated a sentiment echoed by many par-
ticipants who struggled to find evidence for justifying annotator
diversity:

“Even if [annotator diversity] could matter, it depends
on where the project is and the priorities—you want [the
product] to work well for everyone but at an early stage
you’re trying to just make the product work in general.
[...] It takes additional resources to address smaller user
groups. There’s a persistent, open question on whether
it was even a priority to get models working for, let’s
say older people or for speakers of dialect where there’s
not that many users because that ends up being harder
to justify. It is always about trying to satisfy the needs
of the largest groups of people.”

For ML practitioners, data annotation was a part of the ML
pipeline that must seamlessly integrate with the other components
of the workflow, such as model building. P12 highlighted how data
collection and annotation pipelines were often configured to sup-
port model building rather than advancing task understanding. The
complexity of incorporating diverse annotator subjectivities stood
in conflict with machine learning pipelines designed to produce
definitive answers.

Both the platform managers and practitioners actively worked
towards reducing the cost of annotation in setting up ML data pro-
duction. As previously documented, annotation companies often
recruit their data workers from countries in the Global South (such
as India or the Philippines) where labour costs are considerably
lower, while their engineering offices are in the Global North, in
order to remain cost-effective (similar to [61, 64, 95]). We observed
similar patterns in our study (e.g., P14). According to P16 (platform
account manager with a mid-size annotation company), annotation
companies operated in a highly competitive environment where
they typically hired workers from lower-wage countries to offer
pricing lower than competitors. Practitioners also focused on min-
imising annotation costs, and thus, had limited control over which
annotators are assigned to their projects. However, P6 noted the
connection between appropriate incentives and ‘data quality’, po-
sitioning fair compensation as an obstacle only to high-quality
data.

Practitioners discussed the complexities in setting up an annota-
tion pipeline, including creating instruction documents, choosing
a platform, and refining the process through multiple iterations.
However, they also noted that the setup of annotation tasks was
effort-intensive, taking away from valuable time and resources that
could be spent on model building. In addition to ‘competing’ with
model building for time and resources, data annotation procure-
ment accounted for a significant portion of the operational costs
of ML projects, making it difficult to justify repeating the process
for any diversity-related concerns that surface post-hoc. Annotator
diversity, which has yet to be proven to add value to model building,
was often overlooked in favour of more pressing priorities, such as
building a better-performing model quickly and cost-effectively.
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5 DISCUSSION
“Feminist objectivity means quite simply situated
knowledges.” —Donna Haraway [41]

We contend that practitioner viewpoints of annotator diversity
operate within a wider representationalist thinking— in which both
annotators and their observations are formalised and meant to be
represented in neutral ways. An overarching idea of objectivity
dominated our participants’ views of annotator diversity. The qual-
ity of annotated data and need for diversity were gauged against
measurable and ostensibly objective standards. Here, the annota-
tor is treated much like Hacking’s microscope (Section 2.3 [39]),
as an apparatus for achieving a representation of the world. The
prevailing logic allows diversity to be reduced to stable, generic
categories and the differences in diverse annotator labels to be algo-
rithmically reconciled to achieve a supposed neutrality. In closing,
we argue that including and prioritising historically marginalized
perspectives is at odds with this idea of representativeness. We call
on practitioners to be accountable for groups they represent and
push to the margins in the search for a neutral representation.

Our findings paint a picture of practices where phenomena are
being ‘actively’ seen and represented, and intervened in [34, 39, 91].
Rather than objectively or neutrally representing the world in some
passive sense, we find practitioners make concerted efforts to min-
imise the effects of annotators’ subjectivities. Even though there is
an awareness of the importance of diversity among practitioners
(often expressed in sophisticated ways), data practices, altogether,
serve to neutralise differences. We learned about systems and train-
ing being put in place, tasks being carefully designed and tightly
constrained, and datasets being iteratively developed, all so annota-
tors could see data in the ‘right way’ and produce datasets amenable
to modelling and evaluation. Thus, representationalist thinking both
exerts a pressure and is sustained by the practices surrounding
annotation.

We draw parallels between the prevailing perspectives on data
annotation and Teil’s analyses of terroir in wine-making practices
[91]. Terroir cannot exist, ‘objectively’, in the mechanised and sci-
entific approaches to wine production. It does not align with the
logics that allow the industry to operate—logics in which “apriori
existence of scientific ‘things’ [can be] detached from their process
of emergence” (ibid) or data detached the context of its production.
Like terroir in large-scale wine production, the subjectivities in-
volved in annotation are rarely accounted for in data practices. In
both the worlds of wine production and of data, there is an active
pursuit of objectivity; practices and structures separate the observer
from the observed and seek to reduce phenomena to uniform or
standardised metrics. Teil’s regimes of existence captures this active
intervening in phenomena; it invites a critical perspective that helps
to reveal that representionalist thinking is not neutral but dictates
what counts as neutral, objective and valued, and what does not.

By posing this critique, we do not suggest the current config-
urations of annotator diversity are beyond repair. Our hope is to
show there is an opening to rethink the thinking, the logics, the
regime. To think about diversity differently, we learn from Teil, is
to “[interpret] objects as distributed products—understood according
to various protocols by different users and in different and endlessly
renewed circumstances—enabling one to restore the plurality of objects

and look for local agreements between the different points of view
that compose them” [91]. Towards this ambition, we present three
critical shifts: a rethinking of ground truth, of bias, and of diversity.

5.1 Rethinking Ground Truth
Through our findings, we demonstrate the ways in which the diver-
sity among annotators is deprioritised among various competing
considerations, and their backgrounds and experiences are down-
played when set against the practical challenges of building AI/ML
models. Practicalities such as cost control, model evaluation and
product profitability cast diversity as a minor figure. We argue
that as well as this practicality-driven mindset, the typical machine
learning workflow limits a nuanced operationalisation of annotator
diversity by requiring convergence. Annotation tasks are set up to
arrive at a ‘ground truth’ label for training machine learning mod-
els, minimising the importance of annotators’ subjectivities. The
process of arriving at consensus, as the political theorist Chantal
Mouffe describes, acts as a stabilisation of power and fundamen-
tally entails a form of exclusion [65]. To account for diversity then
is to explicitly design for conflicting interpretations in data anno-
tation. Yet, practitioners’ current approaches are in tension with
diversity-related considerations, where enacting an ‘ideal’ annota-
tor diversity is to eventually reduce subjective discretion and choice
into a single outcome.

It is common practice in ML projects (notable among our par-
ticipants) to collect multiple annotations for each labelled instance
[86, 88] and then to apply a majority voting or averaging process
[52] if the annotators do not converge. This disagreement can be
quite substantial [36] in various machine learning tasks (e.g., toxi-
city detection [93], medical diagnosis [82], misinformation [102]).
While research indicates that such disagreement could, in fact, act as
a signal for identifying issues with the task construction [3], many
practitioners viewed disagreement as undesirable, impeding pro-
duction of ‘high quality data’. Disagreements are often resolved by
relying on an expert annotator or a resolver with more experience,
minimising any effects of having a diverse annotator pool. Addi-
tionally, in data labelling tasks, both on platform-based and within
private annotation firms, the data workers frequently discuss cases
of ambiguity amongst themselves, often in an attempt to minimise
disagreement [84, 95]. Research also indicates that annotator delib-
eration and exchanging justifications improves answer quality over
output aggregation [26, 69]. ML practitioners can view discussions
among annotators as tainting the dataset by collusion, and such
conversations about labels are neither supported nor documented
by current annotation tools [63, 64, 95].

The first step to manage annotator subjectivities would be to
acknowledge that data production is fundamentally a collective and
interpretive task, and there are likely cases where individual anno-
tators will not conform with the ‘majority perspective’ [35]. Here,
practitioners would do well to consider approaches that capture
the nuances in disagreements and preserve minority perspectives
[19]. Prabhakaran et al. [76] demonstrated how aggregating labels
obfuscates socio-cultural backgrounds. Those who develop datasets
should consider preserving and attaching individual annotators’
labels with each instance to enable analyses and reusability for
downstream applications [76]. Practitioners could turn towards a
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design of data production processes that embraces a “commitment
to discovering and inventing ways to express and enable productive
dissent and contestation” [25]. Annotation tools and processes that
support a multiplicity of voices offer a productive starting point for
engaging with the diverse annotator positions in a pluralist society.

5.2 Rethinking Bias
Our research takes inspiration from an emerging area of scholarship
that demonstrates how individual annotator identities influence the
annotation task (e.g., age [24], gender [10, 97], sexual orientation
[37], race/ethnicity [23, 54] and disability [1, 42]). In short, data an-
notation (like other data practices [90]) is situated within particular
social and cultural contexts. Among our participants, there were no
substantive attempts to explore how contexts and any accompany-
ing power relations might influence annotation or efforts to reflect
this downstream in the ML pipeline. Instead, and somewhat per-
versely, the expression of annotators’ identities was seen as ‘biasing
the data’. We call for a close and critical examination of this framing
of ‘bias’ [47]. We echo Fazelpour and De-Arteaga’s [28] sentiment
that diversity among the annotators of ML systems should be a
justice-oriented pursuit, not (only) in a quest for better-performing
models but for the potential epistemic benefits—to broaden ways
of knowing. Our contribution here is to recommend a greater at-
tention to both the conditions in which annotators work, and their
lived experiences and aspirations [63, 95].

A range of scholarship has provided valuable starting points for
exploring this position further and the influence on practice. Miceli
et al. [62], for instance, discuss the ways in which removing anno-
tator bias (as a reflection of poor quality) should not be a universal
goal. Instead, how might we reflect on the underlying causes of
such differences? In practice, we found individual annotator subjec-
tivities were seen through the lens of ‘bias mitigation’. As long as
the prevailing assumption in the field of machine learning is that
biases can be identified, corrected and neutralised through aggre-
gation of multiple perspectives, the dissonance between research
and practice will persist.

Providing potential ways forward, researchers have proposed
documentation artefacts (e.g., Datasheets for Datasets [30], Data
Cards [77], Data Statements [6]) and archival artefacts of the de-
cisions made [48] during the annotation process were proposed
as a mechanism to foster deliberative accountability [74], to make
explicit the tacit knowledge in data work [63, 73] and to foster fair
reparation in ML building [20]. However, these artifacts are often
created at the tail-end of the project, after the data annotation has
been completed [79]. While documentation artifacts can promote
transparency, they do not effectively address the representationalist
thinking that underlies data practices and as a consequence the im-
poverished considerations of annotator diversity. Documentation
alone does not prevent practitioners from intentionally excluding
conflicting viewpoints. To intervene and account for diverse an-
notator perspectives, approaches must take account of differences
and subjectivities from the outset.

Our findings suggest opportunities for addressing the separation
between practitioners and annotators by supporting direct commu-
nication within the annotation tool. A small number of research

projects have started to explore the role of co-creation in AI fair-
ness [101], and in dataset production and curation [29, 92]. What
might a participatory approach to annotation look like in prac-
tice? Instead of practitioners imposing viewpoints on annotators
through hierarchical organisational structures, we invite practition-
ers to explore collaborative approaches and co-created labelling
setups (e.g., co-production of annotation artifacts), together with
the annotators.

5.3 Rethinking Diversity
Lastly, we would like to return to the theorising of justice-oriented
intersectionality [20, 59] to rethink diversity. Many practitioners
were mindful of annotators’ subjective interpretations, but the pur-
suit of diversity was largely seen as a way to achieve representative-
ness in a population. When diversity was considered in tasks, anno-
tators were recruited to seek a proportionate distribution across one
or more categories (e.g., gender, race, ethnicity, dialect). Intersec-
tionality provides us with a way of examining and problematising
this perspective on diversity. Through the work of scholars such
as McCall [59] and Hancock [40], we see how the perspective trou-
blingly depends on assumptions of static social categories (that an
individual’s membership is permanent) and homogeneity within
groups (that all group members have the same experiences). We
also see groups of annotators being reduced to crude categories
without deeper examination of how their identities and experiences
intersect, risking intensifying exclusions or inequities.

Indeed, it is this latter point—foundational to intersectional schol-
arship [17]—that presents a fundamental problem for representa-
tionalist thinking and the treatment of diversity recounted in our
results. While this practice seeks, at best, a proportionate represen-
tation, it fails to acknowledge how the presumption of neutrality
perpetuates precisely the kinds of biases we have just described. The
approach to diversity and proportionate representation assumes a
neutral topology of categories, outside the power structures that
marginalise, discriminate and exploit. The work from Davis et al.
[20] expands on this, explaining that such a “perspective derives
from illusory cultural narratives that misalign with the world that
is – a world in which discrimination is entrenched, elemental and
compounding at the intersections of multiple marginalizations.” [20,
p. 2-3]. Davis et al. ’s proposal for an ‘algorithmic reparation’ is
a point of departure in AI fairness scholarship, where equity and
reparation (over fairness and equality) become the goals. As they
conclude, the proposal is "geared towards building better systems
and holding existing ones to account" [20, p. 8].

Our aim is to engage with this justice-directed, intersectional ori-
entation. We take it to be a recognition of the ways those involved
in AI/ML are already intervening in phenomena from positions of
power and authority (not merely representing it), and thus should
be accountable to the worlds being enacted [5, 39]. Set in these
terms, we put forward recommendations for exploratory modes
of engaging with intersectionality as a critical praxis [14]. These
suggestions are intended to help AI/ML practitioners examine how
annotators involved in dataset production influence downstream
models, and where different annotators could offer alternative out-
comes.
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The first of our recommendations is the more modest one. It
builds on McCall’s notion of the intercategorical in intersectional
thinking that speaks to the intersecting relationships of inequal-
ity present among more stable and pre-defined social categories
(e.g., class, race, ethnicity, disability, etcetera). Imagined, here, is
a tool that allows for exploratory visualisations, where virtual ex-
periments might be run with different distributions of annotators
across the pre-defined categories. This would enable practitioners
to understand the impact of different annotator distributions (and
intersections) on their models. Practitioners could also explore dis-
tributions and intersections that weighted marginalised identities,
and inspect the impact on developing models. Such recommenda-
tions have close parallels to prior tools designed to examine data
for biases [55, 71].

McCall identifies three ways of approaching intersectionality—
the first, as above, examining inter-categorical complexity and two
others: intra-categorical complexity and anti-categorical complex-
ity. It is seeking to think with the second and third approaches,
together, that we recommend a more radical proposal. Responding
to the intra-categorical approach, we imagine the next steps for the
tool described above would be to draw attention to the "neglected
points of intersection" [59, p. 1774]. Additional considerations need
to be given here to smaller subgroups that might be overlooked
or appear marginal. This is to commit to a reparative approach to
annotator diversity [20] where potentially overlooked identities
are made salient for practitioners and given prominence, so as to
have a greater influence on the AI/ML model. It might require ad-
ditional time (and likely the involvement of other skill-sets e.g.,
ethnography, participatory design and action research) to explore
and make sense of the dynamic groupings and their influence on
AI/ML models. Extending this further, an anti-categorical approach
invites practitioners to take a step further, to resist the predefined
categories of annotator identity but rather consider their lived expe-
riences, organisational contexts and working conditions. Such lived
experiences are beyond numeric capture, so how might they be
taken into account? Our proposal, here, is to encourage a deeper an-
alytical gaze, to promote, in tools, ways to question and re-examine
normative groupings of identities and to look for what might lie
beyond categorisation and demarcation.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We may have a selection bias for respondents already motivated to
consider the diversity among their annotator pools, by recruiting
interview and survey respondents through snowball sampling. We
observe that many participants were cognisant of the role of an-
notators’ subjectivities, which may not be reflective of the general
practice in ML. A recognition of annotators’ subjectivities might be
influenced by the education background, professional experience,
culture norms and workflows of the practitioner. Future studies
might consider drawing on generative frameworks such as ‘com-
munity of practice’ [99] that offer a lens to examine the diversity
of annotators in machine learning praxis.

Our goal is not to provide an empirical account of the actual state
of diversity among annotator pools, instead we focus on reporting
the approaches and logics for diversity-related considerations in ML
projects. Our work can be extended by conducting research with

platform providers on their practices and workflows in selecting
and assigning annotators to ML tasks. We observe a survey drop-off
rate (from n = 78 to n = 44), similar to prior studies that examine the
practices of machine learning (e.g., [22, 53]) through research with
practitioners. As a result of COVID-19 restrictions, we were unable
to include shadowing of workflows and contextual inquiry that
would have otherwise been possible. However, self-reported data
practices and challenges have validity, and we applied sufficient
rigour and care to cover the themes through multiple questions and
solicitation of examples.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we illustrate the status quo of annotator diversity
in data practices through the combination of a survey and inter-
views with practitioners working on ML projects. In demonstrating
how annotator diversity is treated as a minor figure among other
competing priorities across the ML pipeline, we foreground an un-
derlying but pervasive logic, namely representationalist thinking,
that downplays the importance and value of diversity. To show how
the representationalist thinking that pervades data practices might
be challenged, and to invite a rethinking of diversity, we present
three recommendations. Drawing inspiration from feminist and
intersectional scholarship, we propose (i) the rethinking of ‘ground
truth’ in ML, proposing a move beyond ’majority voting’ and to-
wards enabling annotator deliberation; (ii) a rethinking of ‘bias’,
where we look beyond mitigation and instead aim to narrow the
separation between ML practitioners and data annotators through
direct communication and experimentation with worker-led par-
ticipatory approaches; and, lastly (iii) the rethinking of annotator
diversity, where we use intersectionality to shift attention away
from static social categories and towards annotators’ lived experi-
ences. We invite researchers across disciplinary borders to explore
new approaches and to experiment with new methods and tools,
so that we can centre diversity in ML data practices.
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